The Material World

Quentin Cooper : Now headphones on,we're going to let those bees loose inside your head again.
(Bees buzzing sounds)

Compare and contrast with...

(Train passing sounds)
"This is a journey into sound,a journey which along the way will bring to you new colour new dimension,new values,and a new experience,stereophonic sound"

A demonstration of the all new stereo from 1971. If you're not listening in perfect stereophonic set up then it's possible you won't have been able to appreciate that or the fiendish complexity of the buzzing which preceded it. But it's that sonically sculpted buzzing and more general work on exactly mimicking audio environments and generating convincingly 3 dimensional sounds which has led to this technology being incorporated into the latest games consoles and mobile phones and recording a Grammy nominated CD of Beethoven Sonatas and today it's also led to 5 engineers from the company who've developed the technology Sensora winning this years £50,000 Royal Academy of Engineering McRobert Award,which is the UK's biggest engineering prize.
Now the award was announced this morning,although it won't be handed out for another fortnight or so,we've managed to grab two of the Sensora team,chief scientist Dr Alistair Sibald and engineering director Richard Clemot before their celebrations and before they start hearing that bee buzzing inside their heads for all the wrong reasons.
Richard Clemot,congratulations,you've invented stereo,but don't we already have stereo?

Richard Clemot : What we've invented is the next step beyond stereo. Stereo could be likened to a letter box that extends from the left speaker to the right speaker [Or vice versa if you're Chinese -LB] as a narrow slit,and even if you have a surround system at home,that slit is extended all the way around you,but it's still a flat disk it, doesn't have any height.
What we've invented is a way of capturing the full 3 dimensional sound field that you experience in real life.Not only have we done that in a way of enabling you to locate a sound in space,but also to give a representation of the size of a sound object and it's distance and built that into technology that allows you to synthesise those effects in computer games and for music.

Quentin Cooper :  This makes the stereo we've happily enjoyed for so long sound positively weedy in comparison?

Richard Clemot :  It does indeed,if you listen to 3 dimensional audio for a short period of time,and then switch back to stereo,you immediately notice a sudden deterioration that almost seems as if it's gone back to mono - it's that extreme.

Quentin Cooper :   But Alistair Sibald,don't we listen to 3 dimensional most of the time, because that's the way the human head is? And I don't remember noticing great lurches when I suddenly find myself listening to Madonna,and thinking "Oh good heavens,I'm only listening in a letter box now".

Alistair Sibald : I think this is because you are used to stereo,you're used to listening to stereo at home on two loudspeakers, and you're used to the 2 dimensional effect that it creates. If you were to compare listening to your Madonna record to being at a live concert,then you'd find a huge difference and this is one of the spurs that has driven us to attempt to recreate not just a flat letter box image,but to recreate the impression that you are actually there at the concert amongst the music enjoying it for real,trying to create virtual reality for audio as it were.

Quentin Cooper :  I don't know why I picked Madonna as an example,I don't think I've got any in my collection!
But so just before we get onto the electronic trickery that is able to fool our ears into thinking about this 3 dimensions Richard,what's going on conventionally,what's normally happening with our ears and how do we use two ears to hear 3 dimensions?

Alistair Sibald :   This is a very good question. Our head and outer ears behave rather like like a spatially dependent acoustic antennae,what happens is that when you listen to the world around you,then incoming sound waves are transformed by physical interactions with your head and with your outer ears,that's the fleshy,flappy part..

Quentin Cooper :  The pinner.

Alistair Sibald :  ..the pinner indeed,on the side of your head.

Quentin Cooper : (knowingly) Aaaaahhh! (Richard laughs) O level biology,it comes in so handy - carry on.

Alistair Sibald :  There are several....there are two main interactions which occur. First of all if you're talking to me now on my left hand side,the sound waves from your mouth hit my left ear first of all,and then they've got a little further to go before they hit the right ear.
Typically about 200 microseconds from the position that you're in. The brain is constantly processing signals from the left ear and from the right ear,looking for a correlation - a similarity - between the two ears,and when it finds this it can measure that time delay.
So this is one of the cues that the brain uses to work out where things are in 3 dimensional space. Now the next...the $64,000 question is if you are directly in front of me and you spoke to me and then you stood up,I would be able to hear your voice elevate in spatial...in 3 dimensions,or if you crouched down on the floor,I would hear your voice move downwards towards the floor.

Quentin Cooper : And even more interestingly,since this is a radio programme,how would we deal with that phenomenon,if in fact we were trying to represent it,when you've only got stereo to play with?

Alistair Sibald :  The reason that we hear in 3 dimensions is that the next part of the ...the next cue that the brain uses is the assymmetry of the outer part of the ear.
[See www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html & www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/tredreal.html]

If you look at the outer part of the ear,you've got a large central cavity,called the conker,and a smaller cavity above it called a fosser,and this is ...the outer part of the ear behaves like a an acoustic resonator,which behaves differently for different directions. The effect of this is to behave a bit like a graphic equaliser on the sound that reaches the ear drum. It's tuned differently,for different directions,and so the brain uses this information from the left ear and a similar set of information from the right ear,together with the inter aural time delay - time of arrival delay,it uses all of this information,and it attributes a direction in space,to your voice,so I know that you're 4 and a half feet away,
[Funny,using imperial measure on the most modern sound measurements -LB]
on my left hand side,at angle of 30 degrees say.

Quentin Cooper :  So we've got this in 3 dimensions when we've got the advantage of our own heads,Richard,but then the problem is how do you try and turn that into something that you can represent electronically and feed back to us and convince us that we're hearing in 3 dimensions even if we're not surrounded by a whole battery of speakers?

Richard Clemot : Right,what we do to achieve this is to make a large set of number of measurements on an artificial head,and we effectively measure the graphic equaliser settings,if you like,for the left ear and the right ear for each particular incident direction of a sound source. So we have a complete table of graphic equaliser settings ready to use to create each particular apparent sound direction.

Quentin Cooper :  So in simplistic terms you get as close as you can to a real human head and play it various sounds from various positions and see what bit gets to where in the ear?

Richard Clemot : That's right,and we started off buying a commercially available artificial head and made some experimental recordings and measurements on that,and soon came to the conclusion that wasn't accurate enough for us,and we developed our own artificial head on that basis,with a carefully matches set of digital ears, as we call them,and finally made our set of measurements from that head. We then had the problem of turning those into a set of graphic equaliser -what we call digital filters enable us to synthesise those effects - and the problem there is that you're typical graphic equaliser would use far too much processing power for us to make this practical to use on a PC for example.

Quentin Cooper :  Because you've got to be able to do this in something approximating to real time?

Richard Clemot : You have to do it absolutely in real time,if you are playing game on a PC the sounds have to come out at exactly the times that the gun goes off in the game or whatever. So we had to find ways of reducing the digital filters to very short filters that don't use much processing.

Quentin Cooper :  This is a very important point,it's one thing to actually solve this and effectively solve the maths of this and say "Yes,we can do it and here is a sound that will convince you" it's being able to do it so it appears to interact with the real world environment and you can actually..you will be fooled by it in real time.

Richard Clemot : That's right,yep,that was our biggest challenge and that's commercially where we were successful,where some others failed,was our ability to create those algorithms which are efficient and will run on PCs and games consoles.

Quentin Cooper :  But Alistair,having gone to all this trouble, I can see why in the real world we need to hear in 3D because you want to hear the sound of someone creeping up behind you or whatever it is,but please tell me there is more to doing all this,than a convincing gun sound going off in a computer game?

Alistair Sibald : Indeed there is yes. The initial driver for this was the world of music and the desire to create the effect that you are there amongst the music,and we can now do this,the first step towards this,is to use our technology to create a pair of so-called virtual loudspeakers,so that if you're listening on a pair of personal headphones,at the moment if you listen to stereo,the sound image which is formed is always inside the head between the left ear and the right ear. This can be quite uncomfortable. If you listen to stereo for a long time,although you may not have recognised this,but it can be quite uncomfortable. If you virtualise the sound and play the left channel and right channel through a pair of virtual loud speakers- invisible loudspeakers in front of you - as if you were listening to a Hi-Fi system at home,the result is much more comfortable and much more satisfying and pleasant to listen to. So this is the first step ,we can use the technology to make present day stereo better.

Quentin Cooper :  So the problem with what's going on with conventional stereo isn't that it's wrong,so to speak,it's just coming at us from the wrong angle,we need....in order to get the right mental image,the right 3D image in our heads build up,we need to make sure the sound is sufficiently faked and from sufficient cues that we can build up something that we're familiar with,even if we get the right sound in the wrong way,it just disorientates us?

Alistair Sibald : Yes,in essence,that's right. When you listen to stereo through a pair of headphones,the left ear only hears the left channel and the right ear only hears the right channel. If you listen to a pair of loudspeakers then your left ear hears a bit of both channels - this is called trans aural crosstalk,and this is the way you listen to the real world,it's very comfortable and pleasant.

Quentin Cooper :  You've said this will be like being there amongst the musicians,but it's always the claim of the latest development that graphic equalisers or compact disks,or digital radio or surround sound stereo for your home cinema,I mean is this different? I know you're going to say it is!

Alistair Sibald :  Well if you listen to the bee demo again on a pair of stereo headphones,and remember that this was created from a monophonic - a short 3 second monophonic sound loop - this ought to give you some indication of the success of the technique to create 3 dimensional sound. We're not just placing the sound in a spatial position in space,there is a little bit more to it than that,for example when the bee moves close to the head,you get a differential left-right gain factor involved - it sounds louder in the left ear than in the right ear.

Quentin Cooper :   And just finally and briefly -chuffed about winning the McRobert prize?

Alistair Sibald :  Absolutely thrilled,it's amazing,it's absolutely delightful.

Quentin Cooper :  And 'cause I think it's bigger than the...somebody told me it's bigger than the Booker prize and every other literary prize combined.£50,0000.

[And so it should be! -LB]

Dr Alistair Sybald and Richard Clemot,I'll thank you in stereo for your sonic tonic,extra dimensions on this and the Falkirk Wheel can be found on our webpages. Go to www.bbc.co.uk/radio4,that's all one word with the 4 as a number,and navigate your way to Material World in the list of regular programmes.
Next week using ants as computer programmers,not only are they much cheaper,their behavioural patterns are suggesting intriguing new ways for data networks to run far more efficiently.

